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MUAC 4000-1
November 20th 2020
Matisse's Jazz is really talking about jazz music or not:
Focusing on the hidden meaning of the images in Matisse's Jazz Art Book
and the Relationship between Jazz Music and Abstract Art
An Annotated Bibliography
November 2020
Matisse’s Jazz art book is one of the important projects of his late life after he was
diagnosed with abdominal cancer around World War II. Jazz was published by Tériade with whom
Matisse had worked with paper collages involving with text. As it can be expected from the title,
many naively and vaguely assume that Matisse made this art book mainly inspired by jazz music.
I would like to raise question to this. Is Matisse’s Jazz is really talking about jazz? Did this art
book really visualize “jazz music” into abstract collages? Or he might use jazz as the hook and
there is hidden meaning in his art other than jazz music. This article will analyze through the art
book itself and research various comments of other scholars’ works about Matisse’s Jazz with
critical point of view so that readers can have deeper and clearer understanding of it along with
awareness between jazz and abstract art. Ultimately, it is hoped that finding the relationship
between different genres of art and having a multi-angle view can help to broaden the perception
of art and also can lead to create new ones.
Matisse, Henri. Jazz by Henri Matisse; Introduction by Riva Castleman; Text Translated from the
French by Sophie Hawkes. vii-xvii. New York: G. Braziller, 1983.
In this introduction, Riva Castleman demonstrates composition of the art book and details
of each art plates with fascinating story of the work’s background. This is very important
introduction in original Matisse’s Jazz, because it carries a lot of comments of the artist himself.
According to Castleman, Tériade gave it the title Jazz, which Matisse liked because it suggested a
connection between art and musical improvisation. But she describes many plates in Jazz are
devoted to circus, folktales and his voyage to Tahiti. It means visual theme of most of pieces in
Jazz is not focused on jazz music. Even though each piece’s visual theme is not jazz music, she
mentions again about relationship between jazz music and Matisse’s Jazz in last page of her
introduction that “The dark rhythms, rolling counterpoint, happy staccatos, and jolting dissonances
of this Jazz will sound forever. Matisse has taught the eye to hear.” Riva Castleman (1930-2014)
was an American art historian who is credited with promoting the illustrated books as serious
forms of fine art. From 1976-95 she was Director of the Department of Prints and Illustrated Books
at Museum of Modern Art in Manhattan.
Tirro, Frank. "Constructive Elements in Jazz Improvisation." Journal of the American
Musicological Society 27, no. 2 (1974): 285-305.
In this article, Frank Tirro analyzes how improvisation in jazz applied and developed in
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standard tune in jazz with examples played by Clifford Brown, Charlie Parker, Chet Baker and
Stan Getz. There can easily find the relationship between jazz improvisation and visual art work
can have common ground in how the reproduction works in both. Tirro also mentions about
memory that “…notated composition for present-time performance, memory is used to recall the
details of the style in which the improviser is performing; and it will be demonstrated that
memory recalls, consciously or subconsciously, musical events, patterns, and sound
combinations that have become a part of the improviser’s musical self,” As Matisse said images
in Jazz derive from crystallizations of memories of circuses, folktales, and voyages. Frank Tirro
is a music historian and former Dean of the Yale University School of Music. His first book,
Jazz: A History, was very influential and became a standard textbook. He played clarinet and
composed his first jazz mass in 1959.
Bertinetto, Alessandro. "Performing Imagination. The Aesthetics of Improvisation." Klesis 28,
(2013): 65-99.
On introduction of Matisse’s Jazz, Riva Castleman wrote syncopated composition is
clearly what Matisse felt was the visual counterpart of jazz music. Matisse also wrote on the text
of Jazz that he put the text to mollify the simultaneous effects of his chromatic and rhythmic
improvisations. It meant his works in Jazz was very improvisational considered by himself.
Matisse shaped out his images with scissors like jazz musician would perform his/her musical
imagination into improvisation. Important point of this journal is imagination and creativity work
through abductive process in arts. Bertinetto is focused on improvisation is not anti-artistic, it is
strongly tied with art and aesthetic experience with reproduction and everyday practices, that is
the beauty of improvisation. Not a single improvisation from any artist would be able to come out
from nothing, both in abstract art and improvisation in jazz music. Alessandro Berinetto is a
professor in University of Turin, Italy.
Swan, Rodney. "Symbolism and Allusion in Matisse’s Jazz." Journal of the International
Association of Research Institutes in the History of Art 0209(2019).
This article provides very different point of view in background and meaning of the images
in Matisse’s Jazz compared to other research journals. It suggests that there is hidden meaning of
images in Jazz which were embedded with symbols of cultural resistance after the defeat of the
Germans, reflected the transition to a post-Liberation France. Swan constantly argues that each
piece has symbolic reflection, for example, The Clown in Jazz is representing isolate figure
reflecting Matisse’s incapacity, both physical and wartime to freely move around. If Swan’s
interpretation is right, I need to check more on other articles related to this point of view because
it changes true intention of the art by Matisse. It also supports that Matisse’s Jazz is not about jazz
music. Dr. Rodney T. Swan is an Adjunct Academic at the University of New South Wales, Sydney,
Australia. He was awarded a PhD with a thesis titled “Resistance and Resurgence; the cultural and
political dynamic of the livre d’artiste and the German Occupation of France”.
Sansom, Matthew. "Imaging Music: Abstract Expressionism and Free Improvisation." Leonardo
Music Journal 11, (2001): 29-34.
Sansom argues that concern for symbolism and iconography was replaced by an
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engagement with abstract form. This is interesting because it is totally opposed view from Swan’s
interpretation of symbolism and allusion in Matisse’s Jazz. Sansom’s article also explores free
improvisation as analogous with Abstract Expressionist art in terms of there is no concrete form
to them. I can raise more questions related to Matisse’s Jazz. Which was Matisse’s true intention
lying in Jazz? Did he use the abstract figures to lay his political intention? or Did he use jazz
improvisation as some sort of means to show his pure abstract imagination? Matthew Sansom is a
professor of music and Associate Dean, School of Arts, at Sunway University in Malaysia after
teaching at the Universities of Newcastle and Surrey in UK.
Zilczer, Judith. " Color Music": Synesthesia and Nineteenth-Century Sources for Abstract Art."
Artibus et Historiae 8, no.16 (1987): 101-126.
Zillczer does not really say about Matisse’s Jazz and relationship between jazz music. But
it does offer the numerous examples of art inspired by jazz music. For example, Wassily
Kandinsky’s Improvisation No.30 (1913), Arthur Dove’s Swing Music (Louis Amstrong) (1938).
There were many examples of painting inspired by jazz music before Matisse’s Jazz. The argument
that Matisse was meant to talk about jazz music in his Jazz can be supported by making
connections between jazz music and abstract art. Judith K. Zilczer is an American art historian
and former museum curator. She is known her work with artist such as Horace Pippin, Willem de
Kooning and Reichard Lindner. Zilczer was interested in the connections between music and art,
awarded PhD in University of Delaware.

